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So there I was in Norway, one spectacular and
sunny autumn afternoon. Sitting in my friends
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backyard, I was marveling at all the trees and the
quilting of their changing colors, leaves shimmering
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in brilliant hues painting one last gasp before winter.
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Then my Norwegian friend said that his father had
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worked on a cruise line back and forth across the
Atlantic. He said when he was a boy his father
always brought with him the latest modern toys
from America, and how he never liked them.
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Jim Sherraden (right) watching wood type cutter
Norb BI)'Lski prepare templates for routing.

I asked him why and he said that his toys were too
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modern and complicated, or they always needed
new batteries, which were expensive and hard to

hundreds ofjobs annually. There's a story to be told

find. He said "the wooden toys from the other boys

in the heart of every piece of that wood.

were more reliable:'
Such is the Hamilton story. And it needs to be told
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Being a letterpress poster printer I knew what he

because little by little designers and printers are

meant. At Hatch Show Print my staff and I work

yearning to touch something real, thirsty to evolve

and play with wood type everyday. Were familiar

from the computer. An interest in movable type is at

with their individual little scars and dents and

hand.

cherished flaws as a result of decades of use. There's

means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or any information storage or

an innate humanity, an organic quality to working
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with the countless pieces of type in our shop day

these days like those leaves in that autumn

after day. They've lasted longer than most of the

Norwegian forest. Where once more the brilliant
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entertainers who paid for their services.

hues of nature catch their breath, landing lightly in
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that still makes it possible for us to complete

the eye, and color once more bursts from their grain.
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